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Abstract 
Business documents are vital strategic, financial, operational and intellectual assets that are essential to daily 
business processes and constitute the lifeblood of an organization.  Business documents contain information 
upon which much of a company’s value is based, yet a majority of organizations rate their Document Output Asset 
Management (DOAM) practices as less than effective, with little to no visibility to the total cost the organization 
incurs to generate documents month after month. This is why a non-traditional consolidated approach to 
Document Output Asset Management is becoming an outsourcing strategy that enables organizations to reduce 
cost, increase productivity, manage document risks and enhance business performance. 
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Dissecting The Problem 
While the benefits are significant and far-reaching, few organizations possess the knowledge base to accurately assess, 
streamline and optimize their document output asset environment.  Research by The Conference Board1 found that 52% of 
CEO’s say that achieving “steady and sustained top-line growth” is their greatest concern. CEO’s almost universally view 
tight cost control as a top priority, and they emphasize that economic forces make it imperative to achieve even higher cost 
efficiencies to remain competitive.  And while cost control is necessary, they are also interested in stimulating innovation. 
Approximately one-third of the CEO’s interviewed said that the questions of ‘whether to’ and ‘how to’ outsource are a top 
priority.  Regulatory compliance (Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPPA), corporate accountability and the need to communicate with 
clients drive the increased importance of documents.  

Every day, an organizations’ employees create, access, distribute and store countless documents.  Effectively managing 
document output assets throughout the complete lifecycle enhances business performance and proactively insulates against 
exposure and risk. To accomplish this, a well-executed Document Output Asset Management strategy is vital for every 
organization.  Unfortunately, for organizations large and small, there is background noise that adversely affects the 
organizations’ ability to successfully cross the finish line of document output asset optimization.  

GOING PAPERLESS:  PULP FICTION 
Recognizing in advance that the ‘paper problem’ is not going away, a proactive document output asset management plan to 
address reaching an optimal device state should be considered and implemented.  While claims by Bill Gates and others 
may have touted a society free from the perils of paper, document output is more prolific today than ever before. As of 2003, 
we require over 800 million trees to produce the world’s annual paper supply. The amount of information printed on paper 
increased by an estimated 36% between 1999 and 2002. The creation of office documents accounts for the vast majority of 
this increase. Because documents are central to effective operations, a strategy for Document Output Asset Management 
must be recommended and implemented by objective experts who possess an intimate knowledge of the technology in the 
marketplace.  Improper management of this sector of the business will increase costs, decrease efficiency, and impair 
productivity.   

UNDERSTAND THE MOTIVE 
The business marketplace has become inundated with “document management experts”. Upon thorough examination of 
these alleged experts, however, it becomes abundantly clear that frequently, little objectivity exists as it relates to the client 
and a less than thorough internal analysis of the environment yields results with many assumptions and soft costs based 
upon industry standards vs. hard client data.  In the end, the original intent becomes abundantly clear with the true objective 
of introducing hardware or other services being exposed.  Organizations need and want a comprehensive and objective 
based analysis and accompanied recommendation that is based upon factual data versus assumptions and presumptions. 
This enables organizations to make the best decisions with data based upon fact as their proof source. 

FORCES OF CHANGE 
There are two very different but related forces that drive an organizations decision making processes relative to Document 
Output Asset Management. 

External Forces 
Every organization responds to the pull force exerted by outside vendor organizations.  These vendors drive their daily 
activities based upon quotas from hardware, software and supply manufacturers/distributors.  This single reality is an 
inherent flaw to ensuring that potential client organizations’ true needs are the top priority.  The net result is a 
bombardment of attempts by these vendors to penetrate the supply-chain management team in an effort to deliver those 
products and/or services into the organization.  In addition, with the velocity of today’s business, it is difficult for 
organizations to ascertain the validity of the claims which are made by these outside vendors in a timely manner, 
ultimately stalling any decision making process.  The challenge here is to decipher the confusing jargon and to ensure that 
the deliverable actually matches the organization’s true needs. 

Internal Forces 
Within any organization, at any given time there are countless initiatives taking place in an effort to maintain the highest 
levels of productivity while driving cost decreases.  And while all organizational financial accountability rolls up to the chief 
financial officer, independent budgets within departments manage independent cost centers, which ultimately drive 
specific costs relating to document output asset acquisition.  The staff within an organization are forced to stop and 
engage in non-core business activities in an effort to fulfill the responsibility, which may or may not result in the best fit for 
the organization as a whole.   

In addition, due to shifts in technology, what once made sense regarding internal roles and responsibilities for managing 
certain asset types may not be the best fit today.  Because of this, in most organizations, the document output asset 
puzzle is still managed by multiple departments within the organization.  This creates inherent issues when it comes to 
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ensuring that the best solution is recommended for the organization as a whole.  This approach, while not recommended 
is often referred to as a siloed approach to managing the document output asset infrastructure.  The recommended 
approach is a consolidated managed solution or non-siloed approach. 

There is a direct, positive correlation between effective Document Output Asset Management and improved business 
performance. Two-thirds of U.S. executives surveyed by IDC in a January 2005 study strongly agree that effective document 
management drives productivity and improved customer service. A significant minority strongly agree that it drives 
competitive innovation, profits and revenues.  An organization cannot rely on one-size-fits-all document output asset 
management solutions. 

Reaching A Solution
Organizations devote substantial resources to document output services, internally as well as externally.  Typically, this is 
the result of fragmented processes between IT, supply chain/procurement, facilities management and line of business 
management.  As a whole, the organization is unduly burdened as a result of this lack of centralized management.  A 
significant number of end-users are also subjected to inefficiency and low productivity, as the lack of document output asset 
management results in ineffectual document processes and unnecessary document obsolescence. 

To illustrate the point, the typical printing cost for a desktop print device ranges from 7¢ to 30¢ per page, depending on the 
asset (black and white or color laser versus inkjet and the amount of color used).  By comparison, the same pages produced 
on a shared workgroup device ranges from 2¢ to 12¢ each.  The difference adds up quickly.  In a single department 
producing just 20,000 pages per month the total monthly cost on desktop print device ranged from $1,400 to $6,000 while 
the cost for shared workgroup device ranged from $400 and $2,400 (equating to a greater than 50% cost reduction).  It is 
the detailed attention to these “razor blade” costs that drive real costs out of the organization. 

An expert provider of document output asset management helps organizations reduce costs, increase productivity, manage 
document risks and enhance business performance. A candidate for partnering must excel in these areas. 

1. Possess a high degree of expertise in document-intensive business processes.
2. Have access to and understanding of world-class technology, innovation and unbiased solutions.
3. Operate based upon the ability to accurately analyze the environment with an independence from any manufacturer of

equipment, hardware, services, etc.
4. Possess and deploy a methodology to measure business performance at the device level with tools for benchmarking

best practices.
5. Employ knowledgeable, experienced people.

MAKING IT A SUCCESS 
Before anything can occur, for any optimization program to be successful, there must be a top-down ownership to drive a 
change such as this.  

 Executive Sponsorship: This is probably the most significant factor to ensuring the success of a consolidation effort
such as this.  To ensure buy-in and collaboration between departments/offices, and ultimately to enable
deployment across the entire enterprise, executive sponsorship is critical. It will also help align key players across
IT, procurement/supply chain, facilities management and lines of business, on common processes and strategies,
from asset selection to implementation and ongoing management and support.  In addition, whether the project is
owned directly by Finance, IT or another department in the organization, it must be communicated clearly as to
who is responsible for ensuring that the objectives of the initiative are being met.

 Management of Change: As with any change that involves people and processes, there will be initial resistance.
The project team must develop specific strategies to cultivate approval and support of the initiative. These should
include:
1. Communicating the value to the organization and the benefits to end-users.
2. Addressing the unique requirements of different organizational groups and the individual transition plans.
3. Facilitating the migration through the use of workflow tools and ongoing training.
4. Introducing accountability policies and metrics clearly defining the desired path to drive and maintain the

recommended solution.

Once an organization has successfully identified the right candidates to partner with, several key steps to reach an optimally 
manage document output environment must occur, including:  

1. Assess the current environment to accurately establish a conservative, yet accurate summary of the current state.
This assessment should include an inventory of all output assets as well as actual utilization during a period
representative of the company’s typical document output (print, copy, fax, and scan).  This assessment should
include all networked and local devices.  In addition all direct and indirect cost for labor, supplies, material, hardware,
outside purchases, distribution, and associated system costs should be included.
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2. Optimize the fleet to meet cost, productivity and security objectives.  This step moves from a departmental to a user-
based review of actual needs (for print, copy, fax, scan, and related workflow).
 Optimize the number and types of devices for by user and department based on utilization and unique needs.
 Standardization of asset types will allow an organization to employ fewer vendors and streamline the required

support and procurement needs, resulting in consistent services, processes, and output.  Standardization improves
efficiency through the use of common user interfaces and drivers throughout the organization.  This increases the
ability of the IT organization to deliver support responses with a greater degree of accuracy and timeliness.

 A peripheral benefit can be an upgrade to state-of-the art technology which will provide increased efficiency,
reliability, ease-of-use, and management.

 Any recommended solution must integrate with the enterprise network infrastructure to ensure end-to-end security.

3. Develop a business case by individual output asset for the proposed strategy and deployment.  A measure of this
magnitude requires executive sponsorship, as it will align the objectives and roles of IT, procurement/supply chain,
facilities management and the pertinent lines of business (and other support services).  A part of the proposed
strategy should include clear departmental based tactical plans for managing the implementation of the proposed
environmental modifications.

4. Implement a process for ongoing support and management yielding ongoing optimization to meet the organization’s
evolving needs.  No organization is static, or it will be extinct.  That being said, any implemented solution must be
fluid and changes to the environment must be able to be made without subjecting the client organization to adverse
results.

5. Engage with the solution provider as the reliable knowledge base, beyond the typical transactional vendor/client
relationship which is primarily focused on price. In this role, the provider takes on more of the ongoing asset and
output management responsibility.

The Impact
The initial driver for optimizing and managing document output is typically cost reduction. While organizations are 
continuously seeking opportunities to cut costs without impacting productivity, of equal or greater value to any organization 
are the benefits and improvements realized through improved Document Output Asset Management.  Freedom Profit 
Recovery has observed time and again that this can be achieved by capitalizing on technological innovation and 
standardization through an independent, consultative and balanced approach.  

Freedom Profit Recovery’s initial assessment uncovers the use of obsolete technologies, under-utilized assets, low user-to-
device ratios, and a wide range of vendors and models, factors that all contribute to high document output costs.  Freedom 
Profit Recoverys’ experience indicates that in many organizations the utilization rates of equipment are one-fourth of the 
manufacturer recommendations, and some organizations have more output devices than employees.  It is common that 
organizations can realize an immediate hard dollar cost reduction in the general office document output environment from 
15-30% by increasing the user-to-device ratios, consolidated output device management and technology refresh. To ignore
pursuing these potential savings risks missing out on what some have described as the “last frontier of unrecognized IT cost
savings.”

Beyond these hard dollar cost savings, dramatic productivity improvements for IT, procurement/supply chain, facilities 
management and end-users are realized with effective document output management.  Independent research indicates that 
for every hard dollar spent on assets in the general office and personal environment, $9.40 is spent on soft costs such as IT 
support and infrastructure, administration and purchasing, document production (e.g. end-user time), and document 
management.2  

From an organizational perspective, the impact can be significant not only for IT, procurement/supply chain, and the end 
users.  Some of this impact is further described below.  

IT Impact 
A poorly managed internal document output fleet can have a negative impact on an organization’s IT resources for 
supporting the print environment.  Some of the benefits include: 

• Reduction in print servers: Moving away from a multi-driver environment and consolidating print queues reduces the
number of print servers required by an IT infrastructure. For one Fortune 1000 company, this equated to over $1
million in annual savings.3

• Reduction in help desk and IT support costs: By providing a more consistent user interface across devices and
locations, organizations note a lower number of print-related help desk and IT job tickets. The consistency of the
driver promotes faster troubleshooting and maintenance.

• Reduction in costs to add new sites, devices, and functionality
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• Reduction in costs to certify and deploy print drivers
• Increased user satisfaction and productivity: With user interface consistency across locations and devices, users

note a lower reliance on help desk and IT personnel.

As a result, IT personnel can use their time for more strategic projects.  Although the savings are hard to quantify for many 
organizations, the help desk and IT resources required to support output devices are better used in other areas. As help 
desk and field technician salaries average $80,875 and $62,000, respectively4 the cost savings are significant, and most 
organizations can easily identify other more pressing issues that the staff could be addressing. 

Procurement/Supply Chain Impact 
With a successful document output asset optimization initiative, procurement has fewer vendors to manage, as well as fewer 
contracts, invoices, and billing.  Procurement departments gain additional leverage with the consolidated solution provider 
through centralized monitoring of costs as well as volume acquisitions, which they can accomplish because the output 
infrastructure has been standardized and is integrated with the organization’s network. They are also better able to track 
aggregated spending on related hardware, services, and supplies, and to understand the impact of initiatives in terms of net 
cost savings.  Furthermore, if the deployment is properly balanced (optimizing utilization against user productivity) the 
organizations will see greater adherence to acquisition standards. 

User Impact 
Perhaps even more difficult to quantify is the increased productivity of end-users that results from output asset optimization. 
End-users are generally unaware of how much time they spend tracking down, re-printing, queuing jobs, learning out how to 
use different devices, installing drivers and resolving output device issues.  Most organizations do not conduct 
comprehensive cost analyses, but are aware of such hits to user productivity.  Highly centralized deployments (high 
production output devices) are a burden to user productivity, while deployments that are overly decentralized with little or no 
standardization are a burden to the productivity of IT, facilities and procurement/supply chain management.  Standardization 
involving common tools, fewer vendors, and fewer devices with common drivers and control panels greatly increase ease-
of-use for end-users.  Finally, future productivity gains can be enhanced by choosing intuitive, easy-to-use devices that 
enable users to incorporate new workflows such as scan-to-e-mail and/or scan-to-workflow.  

Freedom Profit Recovery: VISIONAnalysis® Process 
Freedom Profit Recovery addresses the problem of bringing total visibility of an organizations document output expenditure 
and document volume in several unique ways.   Freedom Profit Recovery is an independent organization representing no 
manufacturer, vendor, service provider, supply provider, software distributor or any other entity.  This allows for an objective-
based, independent approach yielding a unique analysis summary of an organizations environment.  Freedom Profit 
Recovery is a national organization that operates on a profit-recovery based model.  Simply put, if the results of the analysis 
yield no opportunity for cost reduction, then Freedom Profit Recovery earns no profit-recovery fee.  An initial assessment 
allows Freedom Profit Recovery to objectively gauge the environment to determine what sort of cost reduction and/or 
process improvement opportunity exists.  As a manufacturer-independent consulting group, Freedom Profit Recovery 
assumes all of the risk, unlike typical $400 per hour consultants who get paid whether any assessment produces favorable 
results or not.  The results that Freedom Profit Recovery report back to its clients are quantifiable and value driven. 
Freedom Profit Recovery typically invests no less than 200 hours into a project to determine where opportunity for 
improvement exists.  All of this is done without one penny of capital investment by the organizations that have elected to 
engage Freedom Profit Recovery to review their environment. 

Freedom Profit Recovery has an industry unique approach to the analysis and discovery process coined as the 
VISIONAnalysis®.  VISION is an acronym that stands for Validate and Inspect Site and Individual Output Needs.  And while 
every organization’s net objective may be different, typical objectives of the VISIONAnalysis® process are: 

 Minimize the total cost of ownership.
 Shift away from a silo-based management approaches to a consolidated approach within an organization to allow for

greater efficiency and reduced cost.
 Consolidation of document output assets (where it makes sense).
 Where it makes sense, offload as much of the IT responsibility as it relates to document output assets.  Again, nearly

40% of IT help desk calls are document asset-related and removing this load allows them to focus on core issues.
 Increase the speed and accuracy at which documents can be generated.
 Since documents contain essential business information, it is imperative to manage them with the same care given to

other valuable business assets.  Freedom Profit Recoverys’ unique Document Output Asset Management model
utilizes integrated lifecycle services to manage critical business document assets throughout their lifespan of value.
This seamless, integrated approach operates across different media, formats and locations.  It provides efficient,
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secure access throughout a document assets’ lifecycle, according to value as well as operational and compliance 
requirements. 

 Document Output Asset Management facilitates the ability to right-size an environment and to ensure that the right
person has the right device for the required task.

 Effective implementation optimizes business value and mitigates legal, security, financial and operational document
risk, reinforces standardization, leverage overall buying power and streamlines billing.

Analyzing document asset requirements and ensuring that systems meet criteria guidelines reduces the risk of unauthorized 
asset acquisition, maverick purchasing, and provides a safer network operating environment.   Freedom Profit Recoverys 
Document Output Asset Management model is an overarching strategy that recognizes how to manage document assets 
through their lifespan while maintaining the net lowest operating expense. 

COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE DOCUMENT OUTPUT ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
Freedom Profit Recovery has identified five key components that make up an effective Document Output Asset 
Management strategy.  They are detailed below. 

KEY COMPONENTS TO EFFECTIVE DOAM: 

 Business Driven: Focused, centralized and aligned
with business requirements

 Integrated: Unified across media, formats, enterprise
functional areas and locations 

 Policy Based: Clear, consistent and enforced
 Risk-Managed: Oriented to minimize compliance,

litigation, financial and operational business risk
 Continuous Improvement: Innovation focused,

utilizing performance management and benchmarking
tools to identify and apply best practices.  Measured
and managed long-term and over the life of the asset.

Once Freedom Profit Recovery has defined a proposed solution and successfully implemented it, an ongoing solution for 
monitoring and managing document output is required to sustain optimization and thereby enable continued cost savings 
and productivity benefits.  Continuous monitoring empowers clients of Freedom Profit Recovery to make informed decisions 
about total spend and to identify any areas that need attention and improvement.  Some of the key benefits of continuous 
and ongoing management include: 
 Appropriate adjustments to the deployment can be identified and made with intelligent reporting from fleet management

tools.
 Device utilization—by user, group, and department—can be centrally and remotely monitored, helping organizations

identify assets that are over or under capacity and right-size to lower costs and improve productivity.
 With detailed insights into usage, organizations are able to develop policies in identified pain-point areas.
 A true-usage utility-based component of contractual agreements eliminates financial exposure and potential pitfalls

inherent to the industry.
 Contracts can be structured to provide scalability if the organization grows or diminishes during the contract period.
 Regular, detailed reporting provides the ability to track print fleet assets throughout their lifecycles, mitigating the risk of

compliance violations for regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley.
 A reduction in the need for on-site support with proactive notification of upcoming service and support issues, as well as

remote problem resolution tools that enable higher uptime and assured productivity.
 Security is enhanced with the ability to monitor and audit what is being done, and by whom, at the device level. Best-

practice fleet management tools enable the organization to enforce security policies across the entire fleet, including the
ability to immediately detect new devices and automate the implementation of security settings.

Conclusion 

Business 
Driven

Integrated

Policy Based
Risk‐

Managed

Continuous 
Improvement
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Document Output Asset Management (DOAM) outsourcing integrates technology, processes and people to seamlessly 
manage document output assets throughout their useful lifespan, from asset acquisition through to document distribution. 
DOAM maximizes the utility of documents output assets as critical business assets. Strategic outsourcing enables an 
enterprise to focus attention and resources on its core business.  As one would imagine, the larger the organization, the 
greater the complexities and cost associated (and potential savings) with managing this portion of the business.   

Failing to implement an integrated DOAM solution results in a structure where costs are hidden, unmanaged and 
uncontrolled. This haphazard approach drains capital, impedes employee productivity and reduces shareholder value. 
Failure to treat business document assets as vital to the organization and to manage them throughout their useful lifecycle 
diminishes utility, decreases efficiency, and increases an organization’s operational risk. 

Document Asset & Output Strategy Tips 
 Recycle!   This applies to the assets as well as the documents that are generated from those assets.  For every ton of recycled

paper used, paper manufacturers can avoid the use of 3.5 tons of virgin fiber.

 Print both sides of paper
Using the duplex function on office printers, multifunctional devices and copiers, especially for ordinary documents like e-mail or
memos, enables you to halve your paper consumption every time documents are printed.

This simple action also saves energy. The US Environmental Protection Agency estimates that manufacturing a piece of paper
requires 10 times more energy than printing double-sided.

 Use recycled paper when possible
Decades of research and experience show that recycled paper can meet the same performance standards as non-recycled paper,
and there are now several recycled paper product families available in a range of varieties, colors and sizes.

 Recycle what you use
Install bins in as many corners in your office as possible to make it is easy to collect paper for recycling or for reuse as notepaper.
For every ton of recycled paper used, paper manufacturers can avoid the use of 3.5 tons of virgin fiber.

 Use it properly
Paper may look "plain", but it is a carefully engineered product whose imaging performance can be altered by humidity, curl and
other factors.

To prevent waste and possible paper jams, keep paper sealed until you're ready to load it. Follow the arrows on the wrapper to
ensure the proper side of the paper is facing up. Avoid crushing or damage by stacking no more than five paper boxes on top of
each other. Put boxes on shelves or pallets, and not on the floor, to avoid moisture absorption; and choose a storage area that is
protected from extreme temperatures and humidity. Most air-conditioned areas provide the right balance.

 Choose environmentally responsible suppliers
Not all paper is created equal, so research whether your consumables brand manufacturer's environmental policies are aligned
with your values. They should have stringent requirements in place that encompass sustainable resource management, that limit
the use of hazardous materials, and that demand reusable or recyclable materials.
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Footnote 
1 The Conference Board website ( www.conferenceboard.org).
2Goodreau, et al. Office Document Output Assessments. InfoTrends, Inc. 5 April 2005. 
3, 4 Duek, et al. One Driver to Rule Them All: The Universal Print Driver. InfoTrends, Inc. 15 November 2006 


